KODAK S3100f Scanners and Capture Pro Software
Built for Today, Ready for Tomorrow

Creating real-world scan-to-process solutions with Kodak Alaris

Streamlined, reliable software – with OCR, checkbox, and signature check off – speeds process and boosts accuracy

Kodak Capture Pro Software + S3100f Scanner
• Scanner’s reliable feeding robustly handles crumpled and soiled documents; integrated flatbed scans documents that arrive with more damage
• Perfect Page image enhancement turns poor-quality originals into highly legible documents, greatly improving OCR and bar code reading
• Large, intuitive, color touchscreen lets operators perform up to 20 different transactions
• Maintenance/use counters on scanner lets operators know when to clean and change consumables

Dirty, loss-prone paper records system is sloppy and costly
Mandated documents demand robust capture and scan-to-process solution
• Transportation logistics company must log-in lading and shipping information as trucks enter and leave warehouse
• Paper documents are often dirty and crumpled
• Each truck must stop for processing of papers on entry/exit, so quick scanning of documents is a must

Digital records solve multiple issues
The end of misplaced paperwork and faulty recordkeeping
• Thanks to Perfect Page technology, now-excellent inventory accuracy means fewer missed deliveries
• Capture Pro Software’s fast learning curve and ease of use reduce training time and automates file naming
• Digital capture eliminates need for documentation to be mailed to head office, slashing data entry time
• The S3100f Scanner with a large, intuitive UI becomes front end of foolproof system now preferred by drivers and inventory operators